Relationship between the microfilarial migration and the changes of sleep stage with special reference to REM sleep.
Eleven subjects with filariasis were investigated for the relationship between the microfilarial migration and the changes of sleep stage with special reference to REM sleep. Tests on ten patients except one case revealed that the sleep of each case showed a highly consistent pattern from the viewpoint of the first night. Microfilariae were counted every hour and at each REM stage. From these data, the characteristic findings were observed as follows: 1) Microfilarial migration reached the maximum peak around midnight, showing a Poisson type distribution, even though, one case slept only 47 minutes throughout the night, having no REM sleep. 2) Suppression of microfilarial migration during REM sleep was noted in 72%, which was independent of the slow wave sleep. Finally, suppression of microfilarial migration during REM sleep is discussed from the point of view of Hawking's pendulum model and physiological phenomena of REM sleep.